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UCAS Virtual Expo For Creative Subjects



New Scientist Live



Nuffield Research Placement



Magistrate’s Mock Trial Competition

Stuck on your final five? Get your questions answered
and explore over 90 unis, colleges and providers in one
place at the UCAS virtual exhibition dedicated to creative subjects!
This is your perfect opportunity to meet unis, ask questions, speak to subject experts, and compare courses ahead of the deadline. If you’re looking at courses in creative subjects, or any of the
other subjects listed below, make sure you book your place.
You’ll be able to:
•

ask anything to over 90 unis and colleges

•

get personal statement and interview advice from the unis you’re interested in

•

take part in seminars and live Q&As on student essentials, including subject-specific support
and student finance

•

take virtual tours of different campuses and accommodation options

•

speak to course experts

•

meet current students, to find out what uni life’s really like

https://www.ucas.com/events/ucas-virtual-expo-creative-subjects-376186

Opening times
Fri 13 November 2020 - 10:00 to 16:00
Sat 14 November 2020 - 10:00 to 16:00

Subjects covered
3D design

Interactive design and media

Animation and moving image

Interior spatial and structural design

Applied art

Jewellery and designed metal

Architecture and landscape architecture

Journalism

Ceramics and glass

Media studies

Cinematics & photography

Mobile phone graphics, technology and apps

Community and public arts

Multimedia production

Crafts

Music

Dance

Photography, video and lens media

Design crafts

Practice based music courses (Conservatoires)

Design studies

Product design

Design technology

Publicity studies

Digital media

Sonic art and sound

Directing producing and stage management

Television broadcast film and video

Drama

Textile fabric and pattern design

Fashion

Theatre and stage design

Fine art

Theatre scenic arts and set design

Furniture

Theatre studies

Graphic design

Visual and vision arts

Illustration and book art

Wardrobe and makeup

Imaginative writing and scriptwriting

For months, we’ve been hoping that the Covid-19 situation would
ease and we could run New Scientist Live safely and with as much energy and passion as in previous years. So it’s with a heavy heart that
we’ve taken the decision to postpone this year’s show until 14-17 October 2021. Ensuring the health, safety and wellbeing of our many
wonderful visitors, speakers, exhibitors and partners is always our primary consideration and sadly we do not believe we can achieve this
without adopting measures that would remove the fantastic interactivity and engagement that sits at the heart of New Scientist Live.
https://live.newscientist.com

All is not lost, however. We are now exploring the possibility of running a virtual New Scientist Live later this year. Our aim is to recreate
the same exciting combination of inspiring speakers, stimulating experiences and engaging activities that New Scientist Live has always
offered but in an online form. A virtual version could even make possi-

Applications for the Nuffield Programme open late October / November for
2021
https://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/students-teachers/nuffield-future-researchers

https://smartlaw.org.uk/mock-trials/magistrates-court-mock-trials-teachers/

